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Abstract

Numerical studies have been carried out to investigate the detailed geometrical effects of full three-dimensional aero-intakes on the
radiation of the discrete-frequency rotor–stator interaction noise. The near-field acoustic radiation characteristics and the far-field direc-
tivity patterns from the scarf and scoop aero-intakes with three different scarf/scoop angles are quantitatively analyzed and compared.
The near-field predictions were obtained by solving the linearized Euler equations with computational aeroacoustic techniques consisting
of high-order finite difference scheme, non-reflecting boundary conditions, overset grids and parallel computational methods. For the
prediction of far-field directivity pattern, the Kirchhoff integral method was applied. By comparing the directivities of discrete-frequency
noise radiating from the scarf and the scoop aero-intakes with that from an axisymmetric aero-intake, it is shown that the 7 dB noise
reduction at downward peak radiation angle can be achieved by using the scoop aero-intake with scoop angle of 15�, and the 5 dB noise
reduction by the scarf aero-intake with the scarf angle of 15�. The scattering of the radiating acoustic wave by the background mean flow
around the aero-intakes shifts the peak lobe radiation angle toward ground and increases the amplitude of the acoustic pressure
compared with the cases without mean flow effect. Overall, the scoop aero-intake was found to be more effective than the scarf and
the axisymmetric aero-intakes in view of the lower noise radiation toward ground.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In general, aircraft noises are categorized into airframe
noise, jet noise and engine noise according to the noise
generation mechanism. Among them, jet noise was a
dominant noise source for past decades. Recently, the
increase in engine size with larger bypass-ratio makes
fan noise be a dominant noise source, especially during
take-off and landing. The fan noise is known to be com-
posed of broadband noise due to turbulence–fan interac-
tion and discrete-frequency noise such as rotor–stator
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interaction noise which is generally accepted as one of
the principal noise sources for fans with subsonic tip
speeds [1].

In order to reduce the fan noise, so-called passive con-
trol methods such as surface treatments and re-direction
methods have been used in commercial aero-engines. The
former dissipates an acoustic energy while the latter diverts
the propagating direction of the acoustic wave from aero-
intakes. The passive control methods are schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1. The elliptical aero-inlets, the scarf,
and the scoop aero-intakes have been proposed to reduce
community exposure to aircraft noise, by diverting forward
arc engine noise away from the ground [2]. Compared with
surface treatment method, the re-direction of noise
propagation by the scarf and the scoop aero-intakes can
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Fig. 1. Various methods for the reduction of noise propagation toward
ground.
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attain the same noise reduction effect while retaining the
shorter, lighter and structurally simpler aero-intake [3].

Fig. 2 presents the typical negative scarf and scoop aero-
intakes [4]. The scarf aero-intake has a constant scarf angle
along the circumferential direction (transition angle is 180�;
here the transition angle is defined as a circumferential
angle of the region where the scarf angle is not zero) while
the scoop aero-intake has an inconstant scarf angle (transi-
tion angle is less than 180�). Thus, the scoop aero-intake
may be considered to be a compromise between the axi-
symmetric aero-intake and the scarf aero-intake. More spe-
cifically, the scarf aero-intakes are divided into the negative
(lower-side forward-extended type) and the positive
(upper-side forward-extended type) by the position of the
extended side. The positive scarf aero-intake has better
aerodynamic performance than negative one, but at the
same time, it has bad characteristics in that more sound
propagates toward ground where most of noise regulations
are applied.

Experimental studies [2,3,5] showed that the scarf and
the scoop intakes have a significant impact on the radiation
characteristics of intake sound including its far-field direc-
tivity pattern. For the case of broadband noise radiation, it
is reported that the peak SPL (sound pressure level) is
reduced by about 6–8 dB (decibel) with the negative scarf
aero-intake of a scarf angle of 15� [5].
Fig. 2. Typical geometries of scarf (left) and scoop aero-intake (right)[4].
Theoretical study was implemented by Keith and Peake
[6]. Their investigation was based on the so-called geomet-
rical theory of diffraction method, and gave a reasonable
result. However, this theoretical approach is restricted to
simple geometries and flow conditions, and thus may be
difficult to be applied in real situations.

In this respect, numerical methods are better suited for
the analysis of sound radiation characteristics from realis-
tic three-dimensional aero-engines such as the scarf and
the scoop aero-intakes with surface treatments. Some
numerical studies [7,8] have been carried out to investigate
the radiation characteristics of acoustic wave from aero-
intakes. However, these studies have been performed only
with axisymmetric aero-intakes, i.e., relatively simple
geometries.

In this paper, we carried out numerical studies to inves-
tigate the detailed geometrical effects of full three-dimen-
sional aero-intakes such as the scarf and the scoop
aero-intakes on the radiation of the discrete-frequency
rotor–stator interaction noise. To predict the sound field
accurately and effectively, the computational aeroacoustic
techniques are utilized. Low dispersion/dissipation high-
order schemes are used for the accurate simulation of
near-field acoustic propagation. To model the three-dimen-
sional complex geometries of the scarf and the scoop aero-
intakes with good-quality mesh over whole computation
domain, the overset grid technique is applied with high-
order interpolation methods [9], which was already applied
for the different applications [10,11]. Although the perfor-
mance of computer hardware has been dramatically
improved, the computational cost for the noise prediction
of full three-dimensional realistic aero-engine is still high.
Therefore, present numerical methods are based on parallel
computing techniques to reduce the computation time,
which may allow the present method to be used as a design
tool for low-noise aero-intakes. The Kirchhoff integral
methods [12–15] are used to effectively predict very far
acoustic fields.

The main target of this article is to investigate the effect
of the detailed geometries of scarf and the scoop aero-
intakes on the radiation characteristics of the discrete-fre-
quency rotor–stator interaction noise. By comparing the
directivities of discrete-frequency noise radiating from an
axisymmetric aero-intake with those from the scarf and
the scoop aero-intakes with various scarf/scoop angles,
the noise reduction which can be achieved by using the
scarf and the scoop aero-intakes is quantitatively assessed.
In addition, the effect of the mean flow on the noise expo-
sure into the ground direction is evaluated by comparing
the directivities of discrete-frequency noise through the
scarf and the scoop aero-intakes with and without mean
flow.

The outline of this article is as follows. First, the govern-
ing equations and the numerical methods including discret-
ization methods, boundary conditions, overset grid
technique, the Kirchhoff method, and the parallel compu-
tations are provided in Section 2. The numerical methods
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are validated with two benchmark problems in Section 3.
Numerical predictions and their analysis on the near-field
and far-field radiation characteristics of acoustic waves
from the axisymmetric, the scarf and the scoop aero-
intakes with and without mean flows are provided in
Section 4. The conclusion of this work is then presented
in Section 5.
Fig. 3. Schematics of present numerical methods.
2. Governing equations and numerical methods

2.1. Governing equations

In the down-stream region of aero-engines, the instabil-
ity waves may be generated by the interaction of acoustic
wave with shear flow [10]. In the engine inlet, however,
these instability waves are not a dominant factor to the
flow characteristics. In addition, it can be assumed that
wave propagation itself is hardly affected by viscosity and
the contribution of sound perturbation to the convection
velocity of flow is negligible. With the above assumptions,
therefore, sound propagation can be described by solving
linearized Euler equations. The conservative form of non-
dimensionalized governing equations in the cylindrical
coordinates is
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Here, Ql is the unknown vector, El, Fl and Gl are the linear
flux vectors, Hl is the source vector, and Ml is the mean
flow gradient vector. Ml consists of the mean flow gradient
terms and are equal to zero when mean flow is uniform. In
Eq. (1), the lower letter, 0, denotes the quantity related to
steady mean flow and the upper letter ( 0), presents its per-
turbation. In the present study, the length scales are non-
dimensionalized by a radius of intake, ra, the velocity scales
by a speed of sound, c1, the time scales by ra/c1 density
scales by q1, and the pressure scales by�1c2

1.

2.2. Numerical methods

Fig. 3 summarizes the procedure of current numerical
methods for the prediction of noise radiation from aero-
intakes. Firstly, acoustic sources induced by the rotor–stator
interaction are modeled by the Tyler and Sofrin theory at
fan-face [16]. Then near-field acoustic solutions are
computed by solving the linearized Euler equations with
computational aeroacoustics techniques such as high-order
discretization schemes, non-reflecting boundary conditions,
overset grids and parallel computing techniques. In this
stage, the fourth-order DRP (dispersion-relation-preserv-
ing) scheme is employed for the spatial derivative, the
third-order explicit Adams–Bashforth method is used for
the time integration and the artificial selective damping is
adopted for the elimination of spurious waves [17]. Finally,
in order to predict the far-field acoustic information and
the directivity pattern, the predicted near-field data around
the aero-intake are utilized for the Kirchhoff integral
method. The detailed descriptions on the boundary condi-
tions, overset grid techniques, parallel computing and the
Kirchhoff formulation are given below.

2.2.1. Boundary conditions

Fig. 4 presents the whole computation domain with
applied boundary conditions. Since the computational
domain is usually finite, boundary conditions must be
imposed on the edge of the grid. These boundary condi-
tions can generate undesirable spurious fluctuations.



Fig. 5. Grid structure (body-fitted and background grid).

Fig. 4. Whole computation domain with boundary conditions applied.
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Therefore, accurate nonreflecting boundary conditions are
necessary for computational aeroacoustics.

Boundary condition at fan-face must play two roles at
once; one is generating the specific acoustic sources and
the other is non-reflecting the back-coming waves from
the edge of duct. It is reported that there is no significant
effect of the scarf aero-intake on the fan source noise levels
for both tones and broadband [5]. Therefore acoustic
source modeling for the axisymmetric circular duct at the
fan-face can be applied to the simulations for the scarf
and the scoop aero-intake. The detailed formulations for
modeling the rotor–stator interaction noise and the fan-
face condition are given in Refs. [16,18]. The radiation
and outflow boundary conditions of Tam and Dong [19]
are used as the non-reflecting boundary conditions for
the far-field boundaries.

For inviscid flows, the well-known boundary condition
at a solid wall is that the velocity components normal to
the wall must be equal to zero. This condition is sufficient
to determine a unique solution to the Euler equations. For
a high-order finite difference scheme, the order of the differ-
ence equations is higher than that of the Euler equations.
Thus, the zero normal velocity boundary condition is insuf-
ficient for determining a unique solution. Therefore, addi-
tional numerical constraints must be imposed [20]. Here,
the ghost value of pressure was used as the extraneous
boundary condition.

2.2.2. Overset grid technique and grid structure

As mentioned above, it is difficult and elaborate to
model a complex engine geometry by using one block grid
system. Besides, as the scarf and the scoop aero-intakes are
geometrically asymmetric, it requires the use of a full three-
dimensional grid system. Therefore, to settle this geometri-
cal problem with grid retaining the uniform resolution over
the whole computation domain, the overset grid technique
connected with a high-order interpolation is applied for the
mesh of the aero-intakes.

Fig. 5 shows the overset grid structure that was used for
the prediction of the noise propagation from the scarf aero-
intake with finite thickness. It consists of two parts; the
body-fitted grid over the engine nacelle and background
Cartesian grid. To show how well the finite difference
scheme resolves the acoustic wave with given Cartesian
mesh, there is an index, so-called, the critical wave numbers
which are the maximum resolvable wave numbers defined
as j�cx� �xj < 0:005 (this number may depend on applica-
tions), which has the corresponding minimum critical grid
points per wavelength (PPW). As the PPW increases for the
given schemes, the accuracy is also augmented but the com-
putation time is also increased. Therefore a compromise
between the accuracy and the computation time is gener-
ally required, especially more important for the three-
dimensional simulations as this case. Based on theoretical
analysis of the critical wave numbers of DRP schemes
[21,22], we set the minimum PPW to be 6. For example,
for 10th circumferential mode, 10 · 6 = 60, 60 grid point
are required at least. The used grids are a H-type rectangu-
lar grids with 130(x) · 100(r) · 97(h) in the background
block and 200(x) · 16(r) · 97(h) in body-fitted block. The
number of circumferential grid size is retained for all of
the cases: the axisymmetric, the scarf, the scoop aero-
intakes and JT15D [23] aero-intake for the validation.

2.2.3. Kirchhoff integral method

To predict the far-field directivity of acoustic wave from
aero-engine, the Kirchhoff integral method [12–15] is uti-
lized. The Kirchhoff integral method is based on the appli-
cation of the wave equation between a known acoustic
surface, S, and a point in space within a uniform field.
The surface including the noise source is assumed to con-
tain all mean flow effects and possible non-linearities. This
method allows the acoustic pressure at a single point in far-
field to be predicted by using a known sound field, and
therefore, is useful when acoustic near-field is already
known. The Kirchhoff integral formula is as follows;
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Fig. 6. Comparison of present numerical predictions for the noise
radiation from JT15D aero-intake with other numerical and experimental
results.
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Mach number M, x2 and x3 are the transverse components
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2.2.4. Parallel computation

As with many CAA and CFD approaches required
excessive computational cost, parallelization offers an
effective approach to enable substantial reduction in sim-
ulation time for the effective computation of aero-intake
noise. To this end, physical domain is divided into sev-
eral sub-domains by using DDT (domain decomposition
technique). The physical domain is split into eight sub-
sections along the circumferential direction, and the each
sub-section is split again into two sub-domains along the
axial direction of the aero-intake. The calculation code is
implemented on parallel computer systems using the
message-passing programming model and MPI (mes-
sage-passing interface) library [24]. The computation
was carried out by using 16 processors on the Linux
PC cluster which is based on Intel·86 system and Beo-
wulf project [25].
3. Validation of present numerical techniques

In order to assure the numerical stability and to validate
the current numerical approaches, the numerical simula-
tion was carried out for the test problem which is the pre-
diction of the directivity of JT15D engine. As mentioned
previous, to achieve a high quality numerical solution, an
artificial selective damping term was adopted at each grid
point. In addition, in DRP scheme, for the numerical
stability, the maximum integral time step, Dtmax is given
by [26]

tmax ¼
0:4

1:75½M þ ð1þ ðx=yÞ2Þ0:5�
x
a0

:

where M is a Mach number, a0 is a speed of sound and Dx,
Dy is the least grid spacing in the x, y-direction. To ensure
numerical stability it is sufficient to restrict Dt to less than
Dtmax. In present study, the least Dx is 0.04, the least Dy
(Dy = Dz) is 0.00163625, Dtmax is 0.00037, and the used
integral time step Dt is 0.0001.

For the numerical validation of present numerical meth-
ods, the predicted directivity of JT15D is compared with
the experiment and other numerical results [27,28]. Here,
the angular frequency (x) is 18.65 and the excited acoustic
mode (m, l) is (13, 0); m is circumferential mode order and
l is radial mode order. The free stream Mach number M1
is �0.204. As seen in Fig. 6, the directivity predicted with
the present numerical method has good agreements with
the others.

4. Numerical results

In this section, we investigate the effect of the detailed
geometries of the scarf and the scoop aero-intakes on the
radiation characteristics of the discrete-frequency rotor–
stator interaction noise. Firstly, we analyze the basic
characteristics of noise propagation through the scarf
aero-intake with zero thickness. Here, ‘zero thickness’
means that the wall thickness of aero-intake is zero.
Then, by comparing the directivities of discrete-frequency
noise radiating from an axisymmetric aero-intake with
that from the scarf and the scoop aero-intakes with finite
thickness, the noise reductions which can be achieved
with the scarf and the scoop aero-intakes are quantita-
tively investigated. The effect of the mean flow on the
noise propagation is also evaluated by comparing the
directivities of discrete-frequency noise from the scarf
and scoop aero-intakes with and without mean flow.

4.1. The scarf aero-intake with zero thickness

Fig. 7 shows the instantaneous pressure contour for zero
thickness aero-intake with the scarf angle of 10�. The
excited acoustic mode (m, l) is (3, 0) and the angular fre-
quency is 6.5. The mean flow is not considered, namely,
M1 = 0. Fig. 7a shows the instantaneous pressure contour



Fig. 8. Geometries of scarf and scoop aero-intakes selected for the present
study.

Fig. 7. Predicted acoustic pressure contours from scarf aero-intake with zero thickness: (a) at vertical plane (x–y plane) and (b) at horizontal plane (x–z

plane).
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at the vertical plane. It shows that the magnitude of down-
ward propagating acoustic wave is lower than that of the
upward propagation. Suppose that there is no loss in
acoustic energy propagating from given noise source
through the aero-intake, it means that the scarf aero-intake
decrease the absolute value of acoustic energy propagating
downward, i.e., into ground, where most of the environ-
mental noise regulations is concerned. In this respect, it
can be inferred that the scarf aero-intake has better radia-
tion characteristics than axisymmetric aero-intake.

Fig. 7b shows the instantaneous pressure contour at the
horizontal plane. Although the geometry of the aero-intake
is symmetric in the horizontal plane, the acoustic pressure
contour is non-symmetric, similar to the acoustic pressure
contour in the vertical plane. The reason for this is that
the propagation characteristic on horizontal plane is deter-
mined by the diffraction effects due to the interaction of
swirling acoustic modes with the edge of the aero-intake.
More detailed explanation is presented in the next section.

4.2. The scarf and scoop aero-intakes with finite thickness

In the previous section, the noise propagation character-
istics from the scarf aero-intake with zero thickness were
investigated. However, it is the ideal case chosen for illus-
trating the basic characteristics of the scarf aero-intake.
In this part, the propagation characteristics of acoustic
waves from the scarf, the scoop, and the axisymmetric
aero-intakes with a finite thickness are analyzed.

Fig. 8 shows the geometries of the scarf and scoop aero-
intakes selected for the comparison in the present study.
The thickness of the duct wall is the half of the inner radius
of the aero-intakes. The cross-section of the aero-intake
edge is a circle. As shown in Fig. 8, the transition angle
of the scarf aero-intake is 180� and that of the scoop
aero-intake is set to be 90�.

Fig. 9 defines the coordinate vector (Rob, uob) of the
observing points where the far-field directivity is predicted,
and presents the geometric parameters for the scarf and the
scoop angles: hscarf; hscoop. The center position can be
defined regardless of the shapes of aero-intakes, which is
the center of the cross-section of the ducts. Rob denotes
the distance between the center point and the far-field
observing position. The angle, uob, represents an angle
between Rob and an axis of aero-intake. Rob is set to be
115 · ra in all of the following computations. The scoop
angle, hscoop, can be expressed as the function of the scarf
angle, hscarf, as follows:

�scoop ¼ tan�1ð2 tanð�scarfÞÞ ð5Þ
In the present study, seven cases of the aero-intake

shapes: the axisymmetric aero-intake, the scarf aero-intake
with scarf angles of 5�, 10� and 15�, and the scoop aero-
intake with scoop angles of 5�, 10� and 15� were numeri-
cally analyzed. All of the aero-engines are assumed to have
an array of 41 stators in front of the 28-blade rotors, which
produce the circumferential mode (13, 0) at the fundamen-
tal BPF [27]. The angular frequency (x) is 18.7.

Fig. 10 shows the predictions for instantaneous acoustic
pressure at the plane, x = d, from the center point and at



Fig. 9. Definition of each parameter for the Kirchhoff integral.
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time T = 12.5. The left and right figures present the results
for the cases of the scarf and the scoop angles of 10� and
15�, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the number
Fig. 10. Instantaneous pressure contour for each cases, at
of the peaks (or the valley) of the swirling acoustic pressure
at the plane is 13, which equals to the number of excited
acoustic modes. We can also see that, in the lower region,
the amplitudes of the acoustic pressure for the cases of the
scarf and scoop angles of 15� are lower than those of 10�.

Fig. 11 shows the isobars of acoustic pressure from the
axisymmetric, the scarf (15�) and the scoop (15�) aero-
intakes. As expected, the acoustic wave radiating from
the axisymmetric aero-intake is symmetric along the cir-
cumferential direction. On the other hand, acoustic waves
from the scarf (15�) and the scoop (15�) aero-intakes are
found to be weakened in the downward (�y)-direction.
On the horizontal direction (±z-direction), more intense
sound from the scoop (15�) propagates compared with that
of the scarf (15�), which means that the scoop gives the
least noise in the downward direction. This result may be
explained by using the Keller’s diffraction cone [29].
Fig. 12 shows the physical characteristics of acoustic wave
diffraction for three cases. Wave diffractions are produced
by the incident ray which encounters the edge of the
aero-intake. As the ray of acoustic wave meets the edge
of the aero-intake, Keller’s cones of diffracted ray are pro-
duced, and determine the structure of the radiation field
[6,29]. In Fig. 12, each point on the edge of aero-intake is
x = d plane (d = diameter of aero-intake), M1 = 0.0.



Fig. 11. Isobars of acoustic pressure, black-bars = �1.0 · 10�5, white-bars = 1.0 · 10�5, T = 12.5, M1 = 0.0; (a) view point, (b) axisymmetric intake,
(c) scarf intake (15�), and (d) scoop intake (15�).
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a vertex to a cone of rays with semi-angle, b which is an
angle between the ray and the tangential direction of the
edge of aero-intake. In case of the axisymmetric aero-
intake, bof Keller’s cone is constant along the circumferen-
Fig. 12. Diffraction characteristics at the edge of each aero-intake.
tial location of the edge, and hence the sound radiation is
symmetric. However, in case of the scarf and scoop aero-
intakes, the wave propagation of swirling modes is not
symmetric because b of Keller’s cone is not symmetry, as
shown in Fig. 12. Moreover, the larger b is near the lower
part of the aero-intake, the more sound is diffracted toward
ground and the ray which propagates downward (lower left
part in this case) more affects the noise exposure on ground
rather than the ray which propagates upward (right part of
aero-intake).
Kirchhoff 
Integral Surface1

Aero-intake 
Surface

Kirchhoff 
Integral Surface2

Kirchhoff 
Integral Surface3

Kirchhoff 
Integral Surface1

Aero-intake 
Surface

Kirchhoff 
Integral Surface2

Kirchhoff 
Integral Surface3

Fig. 13. Acoustic pressure contours on the Kirchhoff integral surfaces.
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Therefore, the sound propagation from the scoop aero-
intake is reduced toward ground since bL(sco) of scoop
aero-intake is smaller than bL(sca) of scarf aero-intake
under the same hscarf. This result also matches with isobars
of acoustic pressure in Fig. 11 and the predicted far-field
directivities shown in the following result. These highly
three-dimensional, asymmetric characteristics of the scarf
and the scoop engine should be fully considered to accu-
rately predict the noise map associated with environmental
noise regulations.

To predict far-field acoustic information, the Kirchhoff
integral method was applied. The Kirchhoff integral sur-
face was made up on the background Cartesian grid, which
retains the same grid-resolution regardless of the distance
from the duct, and thus allows the predicted values of the
Fig. 14. Normalized Prms and far-field directivity pattern in vertical p

Fig. 15. Comparison of SPL toward ground for each case (a) SPL toward gr
far-field acoustic pressure not sensitive to the locations of
the integral surface. Fig. 13 shows the acoustic pressure
contour at the Kirchhoff integral surfaces which are com-
posed of three parts; the front circular plane, the cylindrical
plane without a cover, and the back ring plane. They are
fixed for all of the cases. The Kirchhoff integral time step
(Dtkir, is set to be Tp/168, where Tp(=2p/x) is the period
of the excited acoustic mode.

Fig. 14 present the predictions for the rms value of
acoustic pressure, Prms, at Rob on the vertical plane (x–y

plane) from the scarf and the scoop aero-intakes, respec-
tively. The Prms is normalized by the maximum Prms of
the axisymmetric aero-intake. It can be assured that, simi-
lar to the previous results, the lower extended part of the
scarf and the scoop aero-intakes reflect the more acoustic
lane (a) scarf (5�, 10�, and 15�) and (b) scoop (5�, 10�, and 15�).

ound and (b) difference of SPL compared with axisymmetric aero-intake.



Fig. 16. Instantaneous acoustic pressure on the wall, angle of attack = 0�
(a) scoop (10�), M1 = 0.0 and (b) scoop (10�), M1 = �0.3.
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waves upward, and thus, the acoustic propagation into the
ground direction is reduced. The peak radiation angle is
also found to be slightly shifted upward with the increase
of the scarf and the scoop angles. The peak radiation angle
of the axisymmetric aero-intake, hPml is about ±53�, and
agrees well with the result using the theoretical formula-
tions [30]. It can be seen that the peak radiation angle
toward ground is shifted by nearly +6� for the scarf angle
of 15�, compared with axisymmetric aero-intake. The effect
of the scoop angles on the peak radiation angle is almost
the same as the scarf angle.

For more quantitative comparison, the directivities
toward ground in the vertical plane were compared with
all of the cases. Fig. 15a compares the predictions of the
sound pressure level with the common reference value,
and Fig. 15b presents the differences in the sound pressure
level between the scarf/scoop and the axisymmetric aero-
intakes. It can be seen that the reduction of peak sound
pressure level and the maximum reduction by the scoop
aero-intake with the scoop angle of 15� are approximately
7 dB and 11 dB when compared with that of the axisym-
metric aero-intake, while the scarf aero-intake with the
scarf angle of 15� makes relatively less 5 dB and 7 dB
reductions, respectively.

4.3. Mean flow effects

In this part, the effects of mean flow on the radiation of
acoustic wave from the aero-intake are studied. The directiv-
ity of acoustic wave is often affected by its interaction with
mean flow, which is essential to make a more reliable predic-
tion of engine intake noise. This interaction may be theoret-
ically explained by using the change of group velocity, the
wave compression and expansion [30]. However, the actual
phenomena occurring in the aero-intake is too complicated
to be computed by using the theoretical approaches.
Fig. 17. Steady pressure contour and acoustic
The mean flow property, i.e., the steady-state solution
around the aero-intakes was obtained by numerically solv-
ing the Euler equations. The free flow velocity, M1, is set
to be �0.3 with zero angle of attack.

Wave fronts propagating in the aero-intake of engine
with the scarf angle of 10� are shown on the inner-sur-
face of the aero-intake in Fig. 16, of which (a) and (b)
present the results for the cases without and with mean
flow, respectively. Comparing these two results shows
that acoustic waves are compressed by intake mean
flow. Here, the angle between the normal vector of
local wave front and aero-intake axis, hml, decreases
as the intake flow velocity increases, and as a result,
the phase velocity vector is no more perpendicular to
the wave fronts.

Fig. 17 shows the predictions of the acoustic pressure
and steady pressure contours around the scarf aero-intake
in the normal plane (x–y plane). It can be seen that the con-
tours of background mean pressure is very complicated,
especially near the lip of the aero-intake. It can be easily
inferred from Fig. 17 that the propagation-direction and
pressure contour outside the scarf (10�).



Fig. 18. Normalized Prms with flow effect; scarf (10�) and scoop (10�).
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the magnitude of acoustic waves are affected in compli-
cated manner by the scattering of acoustic wave by the
background mean flow, compared with the case of no mean
flow. The general gross effect is that the wave fronts are
more bent toward the x-axis and thus the group velocity
vector is more bent toward the axial direction compared
with no mean flow case.

Fig. 18 presents the comparison of the far-field normal-
ized Prms with and without mean flow effects. The shift of
peak radiation angle by the flow has a reasonable agree-
ment with the theoretical one [30]. The resulting overall
peak radiation angle was shifted upward by about +6�
when compared with that of the axisymmetric aero-intake
without mean flow. The peak radiation angle was shifted
upward by about +4� by the scarf (10�) effect as shown
in the previous section. Therefore, the additional +2� is
resulted from the mean flow effects. Consequently, the peak
radiation angle, hPml, toward ground is about �47�. The
predicted amplitudes of normalized Prms for the both cases
are increased with mean flow effects. The directivity pat-
terns of acoustic wave from the scoop aero-intake show
the trends similar to that of the scarf aero-intake.

Overall, whether the mean flow effect is or is not consid-
ered, the scoop aero-intake was found to be more effective
than the scarf aero-intake in terms of the lower sound radi-
ation toward ground. Besides, the scoop aero-intake has an
advantage over the others in that its weight is lighter.

5. Conclusion

The radiation characteristics of the discrete-frequency
noise from the scarf and the scoop aero-intakes were
numerically analyzed using the high-order schemes for
low dissipation and dispersion, the overset grid techniques
for resolving the complicated geometries of the aero-
intakes, and at same time, for retaining the grid-accuracy
over the whole computation domain, the parallel computa-
tion to improve the speed of computation, and the Kirch-
hoff integral method to effectively predict the far-field
directivity patterns.

It is shown that the 5 dB peak noise and the maximum
7 dB noise reductions can be achieved by using the scarf
aero-intake with scarf angle of 15�, and the 7 dB peak noise
and the maximum 11 dB noise reduction by the scoop aero-
intake with the scoop angle of 15�, when compared with
those by the axisymmetric aero-intakes. The peak lobe
radiation angle toward ground was shifted upward by both
the scarf and the scoop geometries and the mean flow. In
addition, the amplitude of the acoustic pressure was
slightly increased by its interaction with background mean
flow.

Overall, the scoop aero-intake was seen to be more effec-
tive design than the scarf and the axisymmetric aero-
intakes for the lower noise radiation toward ground, with
the notice that the scoop aero-intake is lighter than the
scarf aero-intake.

However, it was also found that the directivity pattern
of the discrete-frequency noise from the scoop aero-
intakes is highly three-dimensional, i.e., asymmetric, which
also depend on the specific excited acoustic modes. If the
scoop aero-intakes are used for the commercial aero-
engines, these characteristics need to be analyzed in more
detail.
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